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[About 'The Darkest Star' preview as 'Strange-Love Special']: Stefano, your album features so many 

excellent tracks, and this one is probably my favourite. 

Dirk [moderator of 'Strange-Love Board'] 

 

[About 'The Darkest Star' preview as 'Strange-Love Special']: Wow. 

I can't imagine how hard it must be...I mean putting all together and although this is only the fragment of 

Your project, I have to say, we will be happy to have all the track playing on our players. 

Dirk and SYNTHESIS (of course), THX for presenting it as a SPECIAL, it deserves this honour...this track is so 

powerful, not always easy to listen to, this is a decent mix and one of the best covers I heard so far... 

I like it, especially around 4:30 when everything is kicked to the beats. 

Jerry Jay [remixer] 

 

I don't like covers. But like all rules, this one has some exceptions... 

Which means that when I like one, I REALLY like it! 

It's the case for Color Theory, Raph and... you. 

I have a strange relation with music. I'm not asking to music to make me dance but to gives me feelings. If 

you read my text on that page, you can maybe understand what I mean; what is the relation between 

music, DM and me. 

In other words : for me, no feelings = not good music. 

That's why I don't like covers in general : they brake the feelings I have when I listen to original DM music. 

But as I said above, some (very rare) people succeed to keep the original emotion. 

And as I told you long time ago, you're one of them. 

So, first impressions... 

- Extraordinary quality!! We can directly hear the amount of work behind the whole project! We can feel 

that every single thing was worked and reworked to try to reach perfection. Congratulations and respect 

for this!! In a world of "I want everything directly, in 1 click", it's a real pleasure to see that people who like 

good work and quality still exist! 

- I always loved combination of DM samples and self-instrumentation. Your album has the right balance of 

these. Simply great! 

- You have corrected a mistake which was (in my humble opinion) in your previous works. Your voice is now 

more integrated into the music. Having a good voice is one thing but it's never a reason to put it "in front". 

Falling in that trap is easy and you didn't do it this time. 

- The mixing is brilliant! From the first to the last note I never thought "not enough volume here, too much 

there". Here too the balance is right. 

So, congratulations, you did an awesome work! Thanks a lot for this! 

Be sure that I'll listen your album more than once! 

Shinji [alias Bongmute, moderator of 'Strange-Love Board'] 
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You know that you've done an excellent album, and you can be sure that you've done your very best. You 

can be proud on it, and you can show it to your kids once. And they'll be proud on you too. 

Dirk [moderator of 'Strange-Love Board'] 

 

I've just listened to your PTA Tribute. It's just E X C E L L E N T ! ! ! 

Telam [remixer] 

 


